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Discover how to tangle with quotes, sentiments, and uplifting words. Give your drawings a voice by

combining letters with inspirational ZentangleÃ‚Â® art. Text-inspired tangling can be anything you

want it to be, from classic tiles to expressive shapes and words. You can make your letters fun and

casual, or formal and flowery, with messages that are personal, social, reverential, or whimsical.

Use them to create motivating and meaningful note cards, bookmarks, gifts, fine art, and more. You

don't need to be a calligrapher to create awesome art with the elegant letters and 28 original new

tangles inside. Use the bonus workbook to explore sample alphabets, learn new techniques, and

practice tangling.
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Zentangle can free your mind to soar! Discover how to tangle with quotes, sentiments, and uplifting

words. Give your drawings a voice by combining letters with inspirational Zentangle art.

Text-inspired tangling can be anything you want it to be, from classic tiles to expressive shapes and

words. You can make your letters fun and casual, or formal and flowery, with messages that are

personal, social, reverential, or whimsical. Use them to create motivating and meaningful note

cards, bookmarks, gifts, fine art, and more. You don't need to be a calligrapher to create awesome

art with the elegant letters and 28 original new tangles inside. Use the bonus workbook to explore

sample alphabets, learn new techniques, and practice tangling. "Anything is possible, one stroke at

a time." (TM) -- Rick Roberts and Maria Thomas, zentangle.com



Suzanne McNeill is the author of more than 200 craft & hobby books, including Joy of

ZentangleÃ‚Â®, The Beauty of ZentangleÃ‚Â®, the 11-volume ZentangleÃ‚Â® series, and Zen

Mandalas. Suzanne founded the leading publisher of ZentangleÃ‚Â® books, Design Originals (an

imprint of Fox Chapel Publishing). She was voted Designer of the Year and received the Lifetime

Achievement Award from the Craft & Hobby Association. Suzanne has been called "the trendsetter"

of the arts and crafts industry. Now she is at the forefront of another growing trend with

ZentangleÃ‚Â®.

I buy these books to inspire my kids and their friends in projects. We make t-shirts, design flyers for

Girl Scouts, create greeting cards, make tags for packages, especially at Christmas. This book will

inspire you as it did my kids in how to tangle with quotes, sentiments, and uplifting words to

decorate projects. The girls are currently working on treasure boxes (yup plain ol' cardboard boxes

that are getting painted and decorated and they will save their treasures. This book helps them

understand how to combine letters with inspirational Zentangle art. It has opened a new world for

them to explore and I think I heard them talking about making a series of summer T-shirts with their

favorite "cool" sayings. I can't wait to see how these turn out. I expect to have a porch full of girls

much of the summer and that makes me happy.

What can I say... This womans collection of books have changed my life. I love all of the Zentangle

books she has done. I do tend to wait for the sale price to come, but it is worth waiting for. These

books would be great for christmas gift this year. :) Thank you Suzanne McNeill for wonderful set

books to help the new artist in all of us. :)

This was an average Zentangle book. It had some completed designs for inspiration and a few step

by step patterns. I have several books on tangling and have the same complaint about most of

them. Too many blank pages or pages with "tiles" on them. This is wasted space since anyone can

use a plain piece of paper to execute or practice a new pattern. Unfortunately, I feel like these blank

areas are simply fillers to make the book seem bigger.

While it's not the 'basic' level, for a relative newbee it's not bad. There are some nice ideas provided

and a few patterns I liked. For level 11, I felt it was a bit simplistic. But then I'm an artist (in other

mediums) and so perhaps it was easier for me to move ahead quickly. If you're still growing in

Zentangle experience, this book may be fine for you.



awesome set of books. daughter loves them. she likes to doodle. there are like 10-12 of these

books

Like all of Suzanne McNeill Zentangle books, everything is well detailed and illustrated. I like the fact

that new tangles have been included with step outs.

disappointed , was looking for more alphabet decor

Good quality, just as expected.
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